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Sciton’s NanoLaserPeel Takes Facial Peels High Tech by Restoring Bright, Smooth Skin
More Easily than Microdermabrasion and Chemical Peels
PALO ALTO, Calif, January 21, 2014 — Sciton®, a leading manufacturer of high-quality laser
and light systems in the aesthetic medical market, announces their latest laser treatment
innovation. The NanoLaserPeel™ offers a faster, more comfortable alternative to
microdermabrasion and light chemical peels. Sciton’s Er:YAG NanoLaserPeel is cutting edge
technology that improves skin texture, improves discoloration, and restores luminosity by
precisely removing the very topmost layer of the skin. The easy and comfortable treatment is
safe and takes less than five minutes. Patients can resume normal activities the very next day.
“The Precision of the the NanoLaserPeel enables me to target only the old dull skin cells in the
stratum corneum,” says Dr. Jason Pozner, plastic surgeon in Boca Raton, Florida. “Not only is it
extremely effective, giving my patients the results of younger-smoother-looking skin that far
exceed their expectations, but they love the convenience. It’s quick, comfortable, and they can
get their entire face treated in less than five minutes. It’s a terrific treatment for patients
interested in trying a laser treatment and one that offers phenomenal results. ”
Only with Sciton’s tunable Er:YAG laser do physicians have the ability to precisely ablate
between four to eight microns from the outermost layer of the epidermis. Working at this
precision depth removes old skin cells and activates the body’s own renewal process to vitalize
the layers below. This results in the fast appearance of soft, smooth, younger-looking skin with
the briefest of recovery times. These benefits render NanoLaserPeel a superior option to
microdermabrasion or light chemical peels for fast, non-invasive skin rejuvenation.
NanoLaserPeel is available as part of the Contour TRL module on the JOULE™ platform, which
offers multiple modules to treat a wide range of indications. This, combined with Sciton’s “no
consumables” commitment, means physicians enjoy a maximum return on their laser
investment.
Visit www.ScitonNLP.com to learn more about Sciton’s NanoLaserPeel.
ABOUT SCITON: Sciton is committed to providing best-in-class laser and light solutions for
medical professionals who want superior durability, performance and value. Sciton offers
superior medical devices for laser-assisted lipolysis, fractional and full-coverage skin
resurfacing, hair removal, phototherapy, wrinkle reduction, treatment of vascular and pigmented
lesions, scar reduction, and acne. For more information, and a complete listing of Sciton
systems, visit www.Sciton.com.
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